Dark Shadows Movie Review & Film Summary 2012 Roger Ebert

Dark Shadows is an American gothic soap opera that originally aired weekdays on the ABC television network, from June 27, 1966, to April 2, 1971. The show was a daytime soap opera on ABC-TV which aired weekdays during the afternoon. With vampires, witches, werewolves, and other supernatural elements, it became a cult classic.

In the year 1752, Joshua and Naomi Collins, with young son Barnabas, set sail from Liverpool, England to start a new life in America. But even an ocean was not enough to escape the horror that awaited them.

A host of Dark Shadows stars can be seen in the new independent film and finally, the team behind Dark Shadows-inspired online soap Dark Shadows TV Series 1966–1971 - IMDb Dark Shadows News Page Dark Shadows Of all the servants I could have spurned, of all Dark Shadows, they have the rarefied air of Ed Wood, Edward Scissorhands and Sweeney Todd. It's too bad. Dark Shadows - Big Finish Productions All new, full cast audio dramas and talking-books on CD, based on the classic gothic drama serial.

Starring original Dark Shadows cast members, David Selby, Dan Curtis: Movies Dark Shadows Wiki is a comprehensive guide to the 1960's gothic daytime serial, with articles on every character and episode. Discover, share and add your own.

Reeling from the aftermath of their confrontation with Dark Barnabas and his family of vampires, no one has been left unscathed. With no place else to turn, and
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